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 “While we play a lot of the hits, we also delve into 
some of their other songs,” Call explains. “We mix it up. 
I mean we could play over 70 songs with the snap of a 
finger because we rotate the songs so much. So, someone 
that saw us one time might come back, and they would get 
a totally different show the next time.”

 What makes their shows so special for Call is the oppor-
tunity to transport people to another time, allowing fans to 
relive happy memories and past glories as they flashback. 
Because of this mission, the Classic Stones Live doesn’t use 
their platform to improvise. The tribute band is very much 
dedicated to giving the audience that authentic sound. Rather 

than take liberties with the music, or reinterpret it as some 
tribute acts might, the group works to create performances 
as close to the original recordings as possible. And with 
countless hit songs transporting an endless number of fans 
to their glory days, the group takes pride in this perfection.
 “There’s a lot of great tribute bands out there,” Call 
says. “And there’s other Rolling Stones tribute bands, 
but ours being an eight-piece, we’re able to replicate 
everything down to almost how it sounds on the record. 
We’re very meticulous about doing songs in their original 
tuning. So, that’s why we’ll have 13 guitars on stage, two 
keyboards and so on and so forth so that we can replicate 
those songs just like people remember them.”
 As one of rock ‘n’ roll’s most popular bands ever, a 
free show played in Brazil in 2006 brought an estimated 
crowd of 1.2 to 1.5 million people. While the real Jagger 
and Richards are both still dancing around the stage at the 
age of 75, Classic Stones Live looks to keep the music 
alive for many more years to come. And while the Rolling 
Stones continue to sell out arenas all over the world, tick-
ets averaged $624 for their 50th anniversary tour in 2013. 
On April 5, the Classic Stones Live aim to create the same 
wild and theatrical show when they visit the Strand Center 
Theatre — only without breaking the bank.
  “I think the most rewarding thing about it is after the 
show, when we get to talk to some of the fans. When some-
one comes up and says, ‘You brought me back to 1975 
when I saw the Stones at Madison Square Garden,’ you 
could just see that happiness,” he recalls. “They can revisit 
the memories, and being part of that, making people happy, 
I feel like we did our job if we can do that.”

The Strand Center for the Arts will present Classic Stones 
Live with The Glimmer Twins on Friday, April 5 at 8 p.m. 
Tickets cost $29 to $49 in advance or $34 to $54 the day of 
the show. For more information or to purchase tickets, call 
518-563-1604 ext. 104 or visit strandcenter.org.

Known as The Glmmer Twins, Keith Call (left) and Bernie Bollendorf (right) bring the spirit of Mike Jagger and Keith Richards 
alive with their uncanny resemblance and impressive impersonations. Photo provided


